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Chapterr 2 
AA Logical Toolkit for Theory 

(Re)construction n 

Thee very first lesson that we have a right to demand that logic- shall 
teachh us is how to make our ideas clear; and a most important one 
itt is, depreciated only by minds who stand in need of it. To know 
whatt we think, to be masters of our own meaning, wil l make a solid 
foundationn for great and weighty thought. It is most easily learned 
byy those whose ideas are meagre and restricted: and far happier they 
thann such as wallow helplessly in a rich mud of conceptions. 

C.S.C.S. Pc.irce. How to make our ideas clem: 

2.11 Introduction 
11 Social scientists communicate most of their ideas and findings in natural lan-
guage.. Compared to everyday conversation, though, scientific discourse is more 
regulated.. In. for example, relating ideas to the pertaining literature, and in 
analyzingg empirical data and displaying empirical results, authors of scientific 
publicationss commit to certain rules and procedures. As a consequence, their 
findingss are laid open to scrutiny, criticism, and falsification by peers, who can 
('heckk for themselves claims published. These self-imposed mechanisms of control 
andd tractability distinguish scientific discourse from other kinds of discourse. 

Forr most social scientists, their main assignment is to hypothesize about social 
phenomena,, and to test their hypotheses empirically. Although in game theory 
andd some other fields, hypotheses are inferred through mathematical derivations, 
mostt theoretical reasoning in the social sciences takes place in natural language. 

11 Adapter! from: Bruggomaii and Vermeulen (2002). Basic ideas for the heuristics presented 
weree developed by Laszló Polos. Gabor Poli. Breanndan Ü Nuallain. Michael Masuch. Jaap 
Kamps,, and the authors of this chapter, who all worked at CCSOM. now called the Applied 
LogicLogic Laboratory, in Amsterdam. 

5 5 
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Thee upside is that nearly everyone is able to understand the arguments made, 
orr at least believes (s)he can. The downside, however, is that the flexibility  of 
naturall  language comes at a cost: it is notoriously ambiguous, both conceptu-
allyy and logically. Moreover, natural language has no clearcut benchmarks with 
respectt to soundness and consistency. Consequently, a theoretical argument in 
naturall  language can easily be misinterpreted, and the logical validity of such 
ann argument can be hard to verify, thereby challenging and sometimes violating 
thee rules of the game. The degree of ambiguity present in social science theory 
wouldd certainly not be tolerated if it would concern collecting data or analyzing 
empiricall  findings. Imagine a world void of methods and statistics, in which the 
researcherr is left to analyze and evaluate empirical phenomena only with common 
sense.. Nevertheless, we seem to accept such a state of affairs for our treasured 
theories. . 

Inn a number of recent publications, an argument has been made to use for-
mall  logic in conjunction with sophisticated computer tools, to represent and 
(re)constructt sociological theory (Péli et al. 1994: Hannan 1998; Kamps and 
Poloss 1999). On the one hand, formal logic shares with mathematics rigor and 
precision.. Moreover, it has clearcut benchmarks for soundness and consistency. 
Onn the other hand, formal logic shares with natural language, to a large extent, 
it ss sentential structure. The latter makes possible for a formalized argument to 
stayy relatively close to its natural language counterpart, whereas mathematics 
oftenn seems to represent an argument in an unrecognizable manner. 

Thee most important reason to use formal logic is that it makes possible to 
reflectt on scientific reasoning systematically and rigorously.2 Logic forces the user 
too disambiguate the logical structure of an argument, and to lay bare each argu-
mentativee step, thereby revealing loopholes [i.e., implicit assumptions), invalid 
inferences,, and inconsistencies. The fact that in logic one can actually prove 
claims,, by following a small number of clearcut rules of inference, is an advan-
tagee over informal theorizing that can hardly be overestimated.3 On top of that, 
logicc enables to infer new and sometimes unforeseen conclusions from established 
empiricall  facts and generalizations. If conclusions based on true assumptions 
aree proven, they do not need empirical support in their own right, and can be 
transferredd immediately to the set of statements we know to be true about the 
world. . 

2Somee argue that because logical calculi are- generally—limited to two values, true and false, 
mathematicall  equations have less limitations than logical calculi have (Freese 1980, p.199). In 
aa two-valued logic, however, one can use any mathematical function and relation, and one can 
reasonn about any mathematical equation. Moreover, just like logical statements, mathematical 
statementss are either true or false. 

33 A It hough finding a proof can be an art. checking a proof object (i.e.. a fully written down 
proof)) is simple, and can be fully automated. In first-order logic, which we use for our formal-
izations,, both proof finding and proof checking can be automated, as well as model generating 
too check consistency. 
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Furthermore,, logic forces to think more rigorously about the concepts that 
occurr in an argument. Many concepts have different and colliding denotations 
withinn a field of science, or even within one theory. Also, relations between 
conceptss may be implicitl y assumed, but must be specified explicitly in order for 
ann argument to go through. 

Forr reducing conceptual as well as logical ambiguity, choices must be made. 
Att least as important as a formal representation of an argument, is the explicated 
knowledgee and motivation for the choices made along the way. Once these choices 
aree documented, reviewers and readers who do not agree with certain proposi-
tionss can trace back exactly the point where they think something might have 
gonee wrong. Both formalization and its documented choices increase control and 
tractt ability of scientific discourse—already achieved for empirical research—and 
mayy catalyze scientific debate. 

Nott every argument made in the social sciences asks for rigorous logical scrutiny. 
Somee arguments are simple and straightforward, and their logical validity is easy 
too establish. However, as domains described become more complex, arguments 
mayy also become more complex and harder to handle. Readers may get the feel-
ingg that there is something fishy about an argument, but not be able to put a 
fingerr exactly on the sore spot. Or, one may discuss a well-known theory with a 
colleague,, only to discover that (s)he had a completely different understanding of 
itt all along. In such cases, a natural tendency is to thoroughly re-investigate those 
partss of a publication that can be feasibly investigated, for example the statistical 
evidencee claimed to support a theory, and to draw one's own conclusions from 
there. . 

Sociall  science theory needs to be taken more seriously than that. It should 
bee taken for what it is supposed to be: explanations of social phenomena, cast in 
logicallyy valid arguments. Theory should be more than a context that helps to 
interprett correlations found in a dataset. We should start judging social science 
theoryy by its own merits, and we need a way to judge it. 

Thiss chapter attempts to provide such a way. It presents a 5-step approach 
too computer supported logical formalization. Our approach takes a scientific text 
containingg an argument as a point of departure (but social theorists may take 
theirr own ideas instead), and helps to produce a formal, sound and consistent 
theoryy as a point of termination. The latter is not a termination point for the-
oryy development, though. To the contrary, a formal representation of a theory 
iss a stepping stone for comparison, further development, and integration of the-
ory.. In this respect, the use of formal logic can contribute significantly to the 
accumulationn and growth of knowledge in the social sciences.4 

Ourr 5-step approach is designed to target formalization systematically. Each 

4Thenn of course the field should not focus on problems that are mere artifacts of formalization 
(Hanssonn 2000). as happens for instance in some fields of economics. 
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subsequentt step has the output of its preceding step as an input, and for each 
step,, a number of heuristics (i.e.. tricks of the trade) is presented in this chapter, 
thatt help to gain insight in. and understanding of. a theory, its logic, and its 
concepts.. The first three steps in our approach, constituting a so-called ratio-
nalnal reconstruction, focus on reducing logical and conceptual ambiguity, by (1) 
identifyingg sentences in the text that capture the core theory. (2) analyzing and 
sharpeningg key concepts and phrases, and (3) axiomatizing informally with the 
aidd of a conceptual model. If the rational reconstruction is done well, a (4) for-
malizationn in logic, which in turn is (5) formally tested by computer, is relatively 
stt raight forward.5 

Too illustrate the merits of our approach, we use an example from an actual 
sociall  science theory. This example has the degree of ambiguity that is typical 
forr the social sciences, and that makes a rational reconstruction difficult . The 
examplee is chosen to highlight the rational reconstruction part, since worked out 
exampless of formal representations of sociological theories are readily available 
inn recent literature (Péli et al. 1994: Péli 1997; Bruggeman 1997b; Kamps and 
Masuchh 1997; Péli and Masuch 1997: Hannan 1998: Kamps and Polos 1999; 
Carrolll  and Hannan 2000). 

Inn sum, we present a systematic, and documenting, approach to computer sup-
portedd logical formalization, involving heuristics on the one hand, and software— 
freelyy available on the web—on the other hand. After further motivating and 
explicatingg our 5-step approach in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. we apply it to a socio-
logicall  example in Section 2.4. In Section 2.4. we also treat the application of 
specificc software, i.e.. a theorem prover and a model generator. The heuristics 
arcc dispersed over Sections 2.2. 2.3 and 2.4. The chapter ends with a discussion 
andd conclusions in Section 2.5. 

Althoughh this chapter can be read by social scientists with no background 
inn formal logic, those who themselves want to formalize should acquire some 
knowledgee of set theory (Halmos 1960; Enderton 1977) and logic (Enderton 1972; 
Barwisee and Etchemendy 1999). in depth knowledge of the theory they want to 

'Thee heuristics we use are from or inspired by mathematics (Pólya 1945). logic (Tarski 
1941;; Frege 1961: Quine 1986; Hodges 1998: Andréka et al. 1998). philosophy (Popper 1959; 
Quinee 1961; Hempel 1966: Lakatos 1976). economies (Debreu 1959). game theory (Farquharson 
1969).. linguistics (Gamut 1991: Van Bent hem 1994). computer science (Wos 1996). artificial 
intelligencee (Kamps 1998: Kamps 1999a: Kamps 1999b). social science (Simon 1954: Coleman 
1964:: Blaloek 1969). psychology (De Groot 1961), biology (Woodger 1937). and last but not 
leastt from the formalization projects at CCSOM (see acknowledgment). The sequence of our 
formalizationn steps is similar to approaches in computer science (Groenboom et al. 1996) 
andd computer simulation in social science (Sastry 1997). Ideas to infer and prove theorems 
computationallyy date back centuries (Gardner 1983). although currently used theory (Beth 
1962;; Feigenbaum and Feldman 1963) and well developed software are more recent (Wos et al. 
1991).. Ideals for formalization originate in logical positivism (Aver 1959: Neurath 1970), and 
thee term rational reconstruction (rationale Nachkonstruktion) as we use it is due to Carnap 
(1928). . 
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formalize,, and then acquire as much experience as needed in formalization. 

2.22 Rational reconstruction 

Inn the social sciences, texts presenting theory have complex arguments stated 
inn natural language, sometimes interspersed with graphics or mathematics. A 
frequentlyy occurring problem is to find theory in these texts, and to distinguish 
theoryy from auxiliary parts, such as examples, metaphors, analogies, summaries 
off  the work of predecessors, empirical issues, motivations, and the like. Further-
more,, texts are frequently ambiguous and their arguments may have loopholes. 
AA rational reconstruction focuses on these problems. 

2.2.11 Step 1. Identifying the core theory 

Too dig out theory from a text, one has to know what to look for. As a benchmark, 
lett us look at theories represented in logic. A formal theory is a set of sentences in 
aa given formal language with an inference system; the set of sentences is '"closed" 
underr logical deduction and conclusions are validly inferred from premises ac-
cordingg to the rules of inference.6 This somewhat simple definition of theory, 
discardingg intended domain, not to mention empirical and relevance criteria, has 
beenn advocated in social science by Homans (1967. 1980). among others, and 
suitss our practical purpose fine. An important reason to choose formal logic and 
itss definitions is that in natural language there are precise benchmarks neither 
forr theory, nor for logical properties such as soundness and consistency. 

Ass a heuristic to find theory in a text under investigation, and following the def-
initionn of theory, we focus on the main claims or conclusions, and subsequently 
onn their supportive arguments. These arguments branch "upward" until no fur-
therr support for the conclusion, or for intermediate conclusions, can be found in 
thee text. The limiting case is a statement without supportive argument, i.e., an 
argumentativee "tree" consisting of only one node. 

Thee claims and supportive arguments taken together may be considered a 
relevantt set of sentences for a formalization attempt, and we see it as the core 
theory.theory. The first step in our approach, then, is to identify the sentences belong-
ingg to this core theory (Fisher 1988). The remainder of the text is important 
too.. because it indicates how the core theory should be interpreted.' A list of 

f'Forr a formal definition we refer to the technical literature (Hodges 1983; Van Dalen 1994: 
Vann Bent horn and Ter Meulen 1997) A more sophisticated view on theory, taking the dynamics 
off  theory development into account, is in the writings of the structuralist approach (Balzer et al. 
1987).. See van Benthem (1982) for a broader perspective on formal theory. 

7Inn some texts, one or few instances (i.e., examples) of an intended theory are described in 
detail,, but it is left to the reader to find the appropriate generalizations (Plato 1987). In some 
otherr texts, the intended theory is to be distilled from analogies or metaphors. 
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sentencess quoted literally from the text is the output of step 1 of our approach. 
Alongg with this output, it is worthwhile to write down questions about the text 
onn first, or second reading, when looking at it with a fresh eve. and to see whether 
laterr in the formalization process they can be answered. For theory builders, it 
iss obvious which shortcuts they can make in step 1. 

Posingg questions to a core theory, or to a text at large, usually points out a great 
deall  of ambiguity. Ambiguity leads to a combinatorial explosion of readings, as 
ourr example in Section 2.4 wil l point out. This is fine for poetry but dangerous 
forr scientific theories. "The implication is clear: those of us doing verbal theory 
inn sociology need to get beyond ancestor worship and political posturing and be-
ginn the hard work of making our ideas clear enough to profit from formalization" 
(Kiserr 1997. p. 154). We distinguish two kinds of ambiguity: conceptual, to be 
dealtt with in step 2, and logical, to be addressed in step 3. 

2.2.22 Step 2. Analyzing key concepts 

Too prevent a plethora of readings from a set of sentences, the key concepts and 
phrasess should be disambiguated. Analyzing and sharpening key concepts in the 
coree theory is the second step in our approach. For each concept (or phrase) 
thee formalizer must find out what the objects are the concept is about, what 
propertiess the objects have, and in what relations they stand. "Physical objects 
aree postulated entities which round out and simplify our account of the flux of 
experience""  (Quine 1961), which can also be said about sociological objects: they 
aree not analyzed beyond the conceptualization in question. To paraphrase a well-
knownn example: if we want to explain that Socrates is mortal, and we know that 
menn are mortal, it helps to know the fact that Socrates is a member of the set 
off  men. The facts that Socrates lived in Athens in the 5th century BC. and that 
hiss wife had a quick temper, can remain unexplored. 

Elaborationss of concepts can sometimes be found in the source text, and in 
otherr cases the reader is thrown back on other resources. Recourse may be taken 
too other writings of the same authors, to the authors in person, to standard text-
books,, or to accepted wisdom in that particular branch of science. Furthermore, 
lookingg for relations between key concepts, which can be tacit in the source text, 
cann yield important additional information to reconstruct an argument. 

Thee output of step 2 is a "dictionary" of key concepts. Along with disam-
biguation,, a dictionary should increase the parsimony of the theory by relating 
conceptss to each other, if possible. The formalizer should try to define as many 
ass possible concepts in terms of as few as possible "primitive" (i.e. undefined) 
concepts.. In order to decide whether or not a concept can be left undefined, the 
followingg can be applied as a rule of thumb: within the set of undefined concepts, 
noo concept should be a synonym, an element of. or a subset of another concept 
inn the set. 
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AA dictionary reduces conceptual ambiguity, but it does not illuminate the logical 
structuree of the core theory. One wonders whether conclusions are sufficiently 
supported,, or whether there are tacit background assumptions or flaws in the 
argument,, and whether there are redundant assumptions that may be deleted. 

2.2.33 Step 3. Informal axiomatization 

Inn the third step, the line of argumentation is analyzed. The goal is to repre-
sentt the core theory as a set of relatively simple sentences, with a clear logical 
structure.. To achieve soundness, the sentences in a core theory should match 
eachh other, by allowing synonymous concepts and phrases to match. Therefore 
frivolouss requests for stylistic variation should be temporarily suspended, and the 
conceptss as defined in the dictionary should be implemented all through the core 
theory.. Then, complex sentences of the core theory are broken up into simpler 
ones.88 If the sentences describe certain related events (or changes), as explana-
toryy theories do. the logical structure of each individual sentence can be clarified 
byy taking the events (or changes) described in the sentence, and connecting them 
explicitlyy by the logical connectives ("... and ...". "... or ...". "if  ... then ...". 
andd "... if and only if ...": furthermore, there is the logical negation, "i t is not 
thee case that..."). 

Whenn logically relating the events, usually logical ambiguity shows up, and 
sometimess a great deal of it.9 Contrary to the problem of conceptual ambiguity, 
thee problem of logical ambiguity has received littl e attention in the social sciences, 
whereass even in relatively simple sentences, common sense ''logical" thinking may 
easilyy fall short (Young 1988). To appreciate the difficulties posed by logical ambi-
guity,, one should realize that for /; events described in a core theory. 2(-2" ) logical 
sentencess can be formed if the discursive theory does not impose restrictions 
(seee Appendix I). So if a sent (nice describes three events, not clearly related by 
thee author, the formalizer has to choose the representation that best covers the 
intendedd meaning of the original sentence out of 2(2' J = 256 possible readings. 

Ann important category of mistakes due to logical ambiguity is confusing causal 
statementss and conditional ( i.e.. "if ... then ...") statements, or confusing the 
latterr and "when ... then ..." statements. A logical consequent and a causal 

8Onn the one hand, oversimplification should be avoided when discourse is disambiguated, 
butt on the other hand "formal theories can support delicate structures that would be much 
moree difficult to uphold and handle in the less unambiguous setting of an informal language" 
(Hanssonn 2000. p. 106). 

"Accordingg to Popper (1959), weak, i.e., permissive, assumptions are to be preferred above 
stronger,, i.e.. more prohibiting, versions of the same assumptions, and strong theorems are to be 
preferredd above weak ones, in order to increase the explanatory power of the theory. Following 
Popper'ss argument, those readings should be preferred that contribute to the explanatory power 
off  the theory. 
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consequencee are not necessarily related, and a logical implication does not neces-
sarilyy describe a sequence of events.10 Section 2.3 wil l present a more systematic 
treatmentt of logical ambiguity. 

Oncee logical ambiguities have been resolved, or the number of alternatives re-
ducedd to a feasible number, then for each resulting sentence, its role in the argu-
mentt is tagged. These roles can be premise, or conclusion. A major conclusion is 
calledd a theorem, an intermediate conclusion a lemma. Premises can be assump-
tionn or definition. If a background assumption is added to fil l a loophole in the 
argument,, it is a premise too. 

Too keep track of the logical relations between the premises and conclusions, 
andd to spot gaps in the argument where one expects relations, a diagram (or any 
otherr model, Spencer Brown 1957. pp.5-14) is a useful device. If loopholes in the 
argumentt show up in the diagram, the sources for filling  them are the same as 
forr the concepts in the previous step. 

Thee modified core theory plus added background knowledge and missing assump-
tionss is the informal axiomatizatioii, the output of step 3, which completes the 
rationall  reconstruction. This part is far more difficult than the formalization 
proper,, and requires the inventiveness and imagination of the formahzer to make 
appropriatee and well argued decisions in the reconstruction. 

AA rational reconstruction might appear to be firm ground to evaluate sound-
nesss and consistency, in particular with the aid of a conceptual model. Formal-
izationss of several social science theories have pointed out. however, that informal 
scientificc arguments may exhibit logical flaws and loopholes even after a rational 
reconstruction. . 

2.33 Formalization 

Too overcome the shortcomings of informal theory, the set of sentences that re-
sultedd from the rational reconstruction is represented in formal logic, and the 
formall  representation is tested for logical properties. 

2.3.11 Step 4. Formalization proper 

Forr formalization, it is best to use a logic as simple as possible. Standard, i.e., 
first-orderr logic (Hodges 1983) turned out to be strong enough in all cases we 
aree familiar with, is intuitively straightforward, and there exists useful and well 
testedd software for it (see step 5). Although probably most scientific theories can 

10 nn ... then ..." can bo regarded as a conditional statement restricted to a time point, 
orr interval. If for all time points t it holds that if A at t. then B at t. we can also say when A 
thenthen B. 
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bee formalized in first-order logic (Quine 1987 1990. p. 158). sometimes other logics 
cann be more convenient, for instance to express intentionality or belief revision 
(Gabbayy and Guenthner 1983 1989: Van Bent hem and Ter Meulen 1997). If a 
moree sophisticated logic is chosen, the advantages of intuitive tractability and 
computerr support go by the board, while (tacit) ontological assumptions might 
slipp in. Moreover, the purpose of logical formalization should be to increase 
comprehension,, not to create complexity for its own sake. If standard logic does 
nott seem to work, it is best to consult an expert logician first. We have seen 
severall  novices blaming standard logic for their own misunderstandings of it, and 
forr their ill-performed rational reconstructions too. For examples of theories from 
variouss disciplines represented in first-order logic, see Kyburg (1968). 

2.3.22 Step 5. Formal testing 

Whenn all statements of the core theory are represented formally, attempts should 
bee made to prove the theorem candidates. Proving by hand helps to achieve a 
higherr level of understanding of the theory and its logical structure, and logi-
call  problems can be discovered and repaired; shortly, ''improving by proving" 
(Lakatoss 1976, p.37). But first, the formal representation should be consistent. 
Thee reason for this order is that (in standard logic) from falsehood everything 
follows.. An inconsistent theory is therefore automatically sound, but only those 
theoremm candidates ought to be valid that follow from a consistent set of premises. 

Iff  a theory is inconsistent, i.e.. if it says that both O and not-ó are true, it can 
not.. describe any possible state of affairs in the world, and can not have a model 
(ann instance of the theory) too (Chang and Keisler 1990).n This also means that 
ann inconsistent theory can empirically be neither supported nor rejected, and em-
piricall  research is futile. Since the target theory should be consistent, one has to 
showw that it has at least one model in which all sentences are true. As a matter 
off  fact, to show that there is a model for the set of premises is sufficient, because 
thenn also the premises and the statements that logically follow from the premises 
havee a model, due to the completeness of standard logic (Chang and Keisler 1990). 

Forr first-order logic, a computer can evaluate soundness and consistency, and 
avoidd human error. To produce a formal model of a theory, one can use an auto-
matedd model generator, such as MACE,12 and let it run on the set of premises. 
MACEE wil l try to construct a model for the set of premises by assigning objects 
too variables and functions, and by assigning truth values to relations. The user 
shouldd let MACE look for simple models first, that is, models with as few as pos-
siblee objects. If MACE fails, models with more objects should be sought after, 
whichh increases computational complexity considerably, though. 

111 For simple examples of models of theories, see any introduction to logic. 
12Bothh automated model generator MACE and automated theorem prover OTTER can be 

downloadedd from ht tp: / /www-unix.mcs.anl .gov/AR/ot ter/ 

http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/AR/otter/
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Itt is important to stress that logical formalization in most oases cannot demon-
stratee the inconsistency of a social science text, only that some readings of an am-
biguouss text are inconsistent. The appropriate action after a failed consistency 
checkk is always to reconsider one"s formalization, rather than rejecting the original 
theory.. Formalizing, then, is not establishing the ultimate reading, but trying to 
establishh a well argued reading, thereby making choices explicit, facilitate empir-
icall  testing, and raise the level of discussion (Suppes 1968). 

Onee can test the derivability or soundness of theorems using an automated theo-
remm prover. such as OTTER (Wos et al. 1991). The theorem prover is given a set 
off  (non-contradictory) premises, and the negation of the theorem to be proven. 
Iff  the theorem prover finds a contradiction, then the negated theorem is false. 
Ergo:Ergo: the theorem is true. Again, if this test fails, the formalizer may have to 
back-trackk to earlier steps, or may have to repair his/her own mistakes. 

AA theorem prover does not only tell whether or not a theorem can be proven, 
itt actually gives a formal proof (although hard to read from the output file). 
Usingg this information, the formalizer can see which theorems build upon which 
premises,, which in turn elucidates the argumentative structure of the theory. 
Moreover,, it may turn out that in the derivation of the theorems, certain premises 
havee remained unused. For parsimony, they may be omitted from the formal rep-
resentation. . 

Finally,, a theorem prover can give valuable information regarding consistency 
inn cases where for reasons of computational complexity. MACE is not able to 
producee a model. This can be done by attempting to derive a nonsensical theo-
rem,, of which one is sure that it should not follow from the premises (for example 
Vxx Nonsense(x). which means, for all./' it holds that x is nonsense). If the proof 
attemptt succeeds, the set of premises in all likelihood is inconsistent. 

2.3.33 New results 

Iff  the theory is consistent and sound, then it makes sense to test it empirically. 
Althoughh empirical testing is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is related to 
formalizationn in at least two ways. First, operationalization should be facilitated 
byy the conceptual clarity provided by step 2. Second, the conceptual model, or 
anotherr intermediate result in the formalization process, may suggest new theo-
rems.. These new theorem candidates can also be formalized and formally tested, 
andd the current theory can be extended if the new theorems are formally true. 
Moreover,, these extensions of the theory are additional input for empirical re-
search,, or may support formerly unexplained empirical findings. 
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Whenn presenting formal results to an audience untrained in reading formulas, 
aa summary in natural language is helpful, and an enigmatic style of presentations 
iss always to be avoided (Hansson 2000). In our formalization papers, we also 
accompaniedd each formula with an English phrase that captures the nitty gritty. 

2.44 The 5-step approach at work 

Too illustrate our 5-step approach, we use an example sentence. Any declarative 
sentencee would do. but we draw from our experience in organizational ecology 
(Carrolll  and Hannan 2000).Vi In this particular theory, social organizations are 
seenn as inert, which means that most of them cannot adapt readily and timely to 
theirr environment (Hannan and Freeman 1984). Organizational ecology studies 
thee dynamics of populations of organizations from a Darwinian selection perspec-
tive. . 

2.4.11 Identifying the core theory 

Inn resource partitioning theory, an important part of organizational ecology, we 
hadd seven sentences in the core theory, of which the first quoted literally from 
thee source text (Carroll and Hannan 1995, p.216)—says that: 

Earlyy in these markets, when the arena is crowded, most firms vie for 
thee largest possible resource base. 

Questionss that one may come up with when reading the sentence are: What is the 
statee of affairs "early" in these markets? What is a "market"' (a set of firms, a set 
off  resources, or both, or perhaps something else)? What is an "arena" (perhaps a 
synonymm of market)? What does "crowding" mean (perhaps strong competition)? 
Doess crowding have an ordering relation (nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio)? Hoŵ  
manyy is -most" with respect to the number of firms that do not "vie for the 
largestt possible resource base"? What do the latter firms do? What makes a 
resourcee base the "largest possible" (limited competencies, the number or size of 
competingg organizations, the limited amount of available resources, or all of these 
factors)? ? 

Withoutt a great deal of effort, to all of these questions we found several 
plausiblee answers. These answers amounted to 48 conceptually different readings 
off  the phrase "...most firms vie for the largest possible resource base." which by 
noo means exhaust, all possible readings (see Appendix I). A more economic way to 
deall  with the core theory is to pin down the meaning of key concepts and phrases 
first,, rather than studying all these different readings at length. 

'''Althoughh we use a sentence from organizational ecology aw a working example, this chapter 
iss intended neither to criticize nor to contribute to this theory. A fully worked out formalization 
off  this theory fragment, can be found in Chapter 3. 
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Althoughh biologically trained formalizers might feel tempted to apply differen-
tiall  equations to model population dynamics in general, and resource partitioning 
theoryy in particular, we wil l not. Our aim is to stay as close as possible to the 
sourcee text, whereas introducing mathematical models from another discipline 
alsoo brings in background assumptions that are possibly not supported by the 
authorss of our source text. New theory construction, inspired by but not based 
uponn a source text, is a different enterprise than pursued in this case study. 

2.4.22 Analyzing key concepts 

Inn sharpening the key concepts that occur in the example sentence, we use ad-
ditionall  information from the source text and related writings in organizational 
ecology.. At this point we make only a basic analysis of the pertaining concepts. 
Forr a more comprehensive analysis of the concepts of resource partitioning theory, 
seee Chapters 3 and 4. 

Eachh population is associated with a resource base, a set of resources. Individ-
uall  firms tap their resources from subsets of the resource base. These subsets are 
calledd niches.14 The extent to which the niches of two firms overlap (i.e., between 
00 to fOO percent of common resources for which they compete) determines the 
intensityy of the competition between these firms. In Figure 2.1. two organizations, 
AA and B, compete for resources in the same resource base. 

Orcanii  zat ions 

Resourcee base 

Figuree 2.1: A resource base and two competing organizations 

AA population of firms in the domain of resource partitioning theory contains 
generalistgeneralist and specialist firms. Organizations that appeal to a wide range of 

14Forr the example here, we do not need to digress into the distinction often made between 
fundamentall  and realized niches. 
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resourcess are defined as generalist organizations. In the example sentence, "most 
firmss vie for the largest possible resource base". From this we opt for the reading 
that,, "early in these markets'*  most organizations are generalist. As there is no 
informationn with regard to the ratio of generalist and specialist organizations, 
wee only say that at the "early'' time, the population contains more generalist 
organizationss than specialist organizations. 

Thee source text does not provide definitions of the concepts of market, arena, 
andd crowding. In a paper that has a co-author in common with the source; text, 
wee found a mathematical definition for crowding of a set of resources by firms. In 
ourr example sentence, the arena is crowded, and we inferred that arena denotes a 
sett of resources from which firms tap. In other words, arena and resource base are 
synonymous.. To keep the example simple, we do not implement the mathematical 
definitionn here, but just say that "early in these markets." crowding has the value 
"high." " 

Inn the last phrase of our example sentence ("most firms vie for the largest 
possiblee resource base"), the concept of resource base is used as a synonym of 
organizationall  niche. 

Thee text states that the theory of resource partitioning applies to certain 
kindss of markets, characterized by economies of scale and several other boundary 
conditions.. The concept of market thus appears to denotes those parts of the 
universee where the authors of resource partitioning theory intend it to apply. 

Thee temporal reference "early" is generally a relative one. For a point in time 
too qualify as "early in a market," it should be later than the market's beginning, 
andd early relative to other points in time for which we know the market to exist. 
So.. in order to define "early." we could first define some fixed time point, and 
usee it to define the relative time point "early." On the other hand, "early" 
iss the earliest mentioned time in the source text, as it is the point at which the 
processs of resource partitioning starts. Before this time nothing of relevance to the 
processs of resource partitioning happens. Because our formalization effort aims 
att formalizing the theory of resource partitioning, rather than market dynamics 
inn general, we choose the beginning to be fixed, and not relative. We call it f(). 
thee starting point. 

Thee dictionary for the example sentence is shown in Table 2.1. We now 
substitutee the dictionary in the example sentence: 

Att f0. when crowding of the resource base is high, there are more 
generalistss than specialists in the population. 

2.4.33 Informal axiomatization 

Inn the third step, the structure of argument is investigated. The logical structure 
off  the example sentence is by no means clear. Consider the following four plausible 
readingss of the sentence out of a much larger number (see Appendix I); 
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Dictionary : : 

earlyy in these markets 
-- starting point (f0) 
arena a 
-- resource base 
crowded d 
-- crowding is high 
resourcee base (here) 
-- organizational niche 
firmfirm  that vies for  the largest possible resource base 
-- generalist 
mostt  firm s vie for  the largest possible resource base 
-- there are more generalists than specialists in the population 

Tablee 2.1: Dictionary for the example sentence 

1.. If it is tQ and crowding of the resource base is high then there are more 
generalistss than specialists in the population. 

2.. If it. is t0 and there are more generalists than specialists in the population 
thenn crowding of the resource base is high. 

3.. I f it is r0 then both crowding of the resource base is high and there are 
moree generalists than specialists in the population. 

4.. It is t0 if and only if bo th crowding of the resource base is high and there 
aree more generalists than specialists in the population. 

Inn cases of logical ambiguity, the sentence in question, or the other core sentences, 
orr the remainder of the text, may restrict the number of readings. 

Inn addition to the source text, one may investigate the different readings 
systematicallyy by using propositional logic. Although this logic is generally too 
simplisticc to well represent scientific theories, it is precisely its simplicity that 
makess it a helpful tool in the rational reconstruction. 

First,, we draw a table that lists all possible states of affairs that might occur 
withh respect to the events (propositions) described in the example statement. 
Next,, we apply Popper's view that a statement can only add information to a 
theoryy if it is falsifiable by some state(s) of affairs. If no state of affairs can falsify 
aa statement, the statement is a tautology, and should be omitted from the theory. 
Ourr example statement, is falsified by states of affairs 2 to 4 (marked with an F in 
Tablee 2.2). On the basis of Table 2.2, there is a simple procedure (Gamut 1991, 
p.56)) to arrive at a corresponding logical statement that is falsified in exactly 
thesee three cases. This statement corresponds to reading 3 above: 

Iff  it is t0 then both crowding of the resource base is high and there 
aree more generalists than specialists in the population. 
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1. . 
2. . 
3. . 
4. . 
5. . 
6. . 
7. . 
8. . 

itt is t0 

true e 
true e 
true e 
true e 
false e 
false e 
false e 
false e 

crowding g 
[...]]  is high 

true e 
true e 
false e 
false e 
true e 
true e 
false e 
false e 

[...]]  more gen's 
thann spec's [...] 

true e 
false e 
true e 
false e 
true e 
false e 
true e 
false e 

Tablee 2.2: Falsifying states of affairs for the example sentence 

Itt is £0 

I I 
Crowding g 

off  the 
resourcee base 

iss high 

I I 
Theree are more 
generalistss than 
specialistss in the 

population n 

Figuree 2.2: Conceptual model for the example sentence 

Inn parallel to the informal axiomatization, a diagram or conceptual model 
depictingg implicative logical relations between events as described by the premises 
oftenn proves to be useful. Theorems and lemma's can be informally checked 
byy tracing the implicative arrows backwards, from (desired) outcomes to their 
premises. . 

Inn a diagram (Figure 2.2) depicting the logical structure of our one sentence 
theory,, the events are boxed, while arrows connecting boxes indicate implicative 
relations.. Note again that logical relations may not coincide with causal relations 
orr sequences of events.15 

Afterr analyzing the logic of the individual statements in the argument, one 
hass to look at the logical relations between the statements, which goes beyond 
ourr one sentence example. 

11 r>111 this specific case, the informal definition of "when ... then ..." given in footnote 10, would 
actuallyy allow us to use "when ... then.." instead of ''if ... then ...". because the antecedent 
andd the consequent are both at the same time. 
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2.4.44 Formalization proper 

Thee sentence that resulted from the rational reconstruction is now represented 
inn first-order logic. First-order logic has symbols for constants, functions and 
relations,, that the user may tailor to his/her needs. In addition to these symbols, 
theree are variables, two quantifiers. V (for all) and 3 (there exists), and five logical 
connectives.. A (and). V (or). —» (if..., then ...). +-  (if and only if) and -> (not). 
Seee Appendix II of this chapter for a more comprehensive discussion. 

Theree are no general rules for representing informal sentences in formal logic. 
Onlyy small fragments of natural language have been formalized (Van Bent hem 
andd Ter Meulen 1997). Furthermore, the representation of events described in 
aa statement can range from one simple predicate to complicated sub-sentences. 
Onlyy practice and trial and error can guide the formalizer's decisions. In our 
examplee sentence, the translation is rather straightforward. 

Wee use a one-place relation constant SP to indicate the starting point, and a 
two-placee relation constant RB to denote the resource base at a time. The two-
placee function symbol cr denotes the level of crowding of a resource base at a time. 
Thee relation symbol High has one argument, and its meaning is obvious. Two 
one-placee function symbols. ng and ns. denote the number of generalist firms and 
specialistt firms in the population at a time, respectively. For the "larger than" 
relation,, the binary relation symbol > is used. 

Assumpt ion::  If it is tQ then both crowding of the resource base is high and 
therethere are more generalists than specialists in the population. 

W.. r [SP(t) A RB(t. r)]  - \High{cr(r. t)) A (ng(t) > n„(t))] 

Read:: For all f and r. it holds that if t is the starting point and 
rr  is the resource base at t. then the crowding of r at t is 
highh and the number of generalists at t is higher than the 
numberr of specialists at t. 

2.4.55 Formal testing 

Logicall  properties of the formal representation of the theory can now be tested. 
Wee show how consistency and soundness can be tested by computer. 

A u t o m a t edd model generat ing 

Too check the consistency of the formal representation, we invoke MACE. For 
MAC EE input which is the same as OTTER's. see below. To see how MACE 
outputt should be read, consider the example of a possible interpretation of the > 
relationn in a model with two elements, as given in Table 2.3. 
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> > 
0 0 
1 1 

00 1 
FF T 
FF T 

Tablee 2.3: (False) interpretation of > by MACE 

Thee two elements of the model are named16 0 and 1. Table 2.3 represents a 
modell  in which 0 > 1 and 1 > 1 are true (T). and the other two combinations are 
falsee (F).1' The implication is that MACE does not know how to interpret the > 
relationn symbol: although elements 0 and 1 may be ordered counter-intuitively, 
noo ordering is able to make 1 > 1 a true statement. To solve this problem, three 
meaningg postulates are added that accurately define the properties of >: 

M PP 1:VJ- -(.r > .r) 

Read:: For all x, it holds that it is not the case that .r > x (irrcflexivity) . 

M PP 2: Vxy {x > y) -»  -.(y > x) 

Read:: For all x and y. it holds that if x > y. then it is not the case that 
yy > x (asymmetry). 

M PP 3:Vxyz [(x > y) A {y > z)] -  (x > z) 

Read:: For all x. y. and z. it holds that if x > y and y > z, then x > z 
(transitivity). . 

Oncee these meaning postulates an1 added, the first model MACE comes up with 
iss shown in Table 2.4. 

Unfortunately,, in this model there is no starting point, no resource base, 
crowdingg is not high, and there are not more gencralists than specialists at any 
time.. In this situation, wherein the antecedent of the statement is false, the 
statementt is vacuously true. A relevant, non trivial model is wanted, not just 
anyy model. To this aim. one has to assume that there actually exists a starting 
pointt in the model, as well as a resource base. We do this by adding the following 
backgroundd assumption to the theory. 

H'Notee that in MACE. Ü and 1 are names for elements, that might just as well have been 
calledd Abbott and Costello. In contrast to the numbers 0 and 1. the elements U and 1 are not-
relatedd by. for example, an ordering relation. 

' '' MACE tables are organized as follows: in the top left, corner is either a relation or a function 
symbol.. On the v-axis are possible first arguments of the relation or function, on the x-axis 
aree possible second arguments. Relations between arguments are mapped to a truth value: 
functionss of two elements are mapped to an element. The mappings are represented in the 
bodyy of the MACE tables. 
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> > 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
F F 
T T 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

SPP O 1_ 
FF F 

RBB O 1 High h 

FF F 
FF F 

_00 1_ 
FF F 

err O 1_ 
~~ÖÖ O O 

11 O O 

nss 0 1 

IÖÖ r 
ng g OO 1 

OO 1 

Tablee 2.4: Irrelevant model of the example1 sentence by MACE 

> > 
0 0 
1 1 

ng g 

0 0 
F F 
T T 

0 0 
1 1 

1 1 
F F 
F F 

1 1 
0 0 

SP P 00 1 
TT F 

ns s 00 1 
00 0 

RB B 
0 0 
1 1 

00 1 
FF T 
FF F 

High h 00 1 

TT T 

er r 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

1 1 
0 0 
0 0 

Tablee 2.5: Relevant model of the example sentence by MACE 

B A :: 3tr SP{t) A RB{t,r) 

Read:: There exist an t and a r. such that, t is the starting point of 
resourcee partitioning and r is the resource base at t. 

Wit hh this formula added, one of the models MACE comes up with is shown in 
Tablee 2.5: In this model, if t is assigned to object 0. then t is the starting point: 
/  is the resource base at t = 0 if it is assigned to object 1. Furthermore, cr(r,t) 
iss 0. and 0 is High: ng(0) is 1. and n,s,(0) is 0. hence ng(Q) > ns(0). 

Provingg consistency for a single or a few sentences, as we did in this exam-
ple,, is generally not hard. In this case, MACE provided 1536 models. If more 
sentencess are added to the theory, the number of possible models with the same 
(low)) cardinality usually decreases, and consistency may get harder to prove. If 
withinn a given cardinality no models are found, the formalizer switches to a higher 
cardinality,, and has MACE try to find models there. 

Itt is possible that the tested theory, or a particular reading of it. is consistent 
butt that the task of model generating is too complex for the computer. To stay 
onn the safe side, one may then attempt to demonstrate inconsistency directly, 
whichh is a simple task for a computer if the theory at hand is inconsistent indeed. 
Forr this purpose, an automated theorem prover is well suited. 
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Automatedd theorem provin g 

Oncee one or more non-trivial models of a theory are found, the formalize!" may 
calll  upon OTTER to check the theory's soundness. The theorem prover is given 
aa consistent set of premises and the negation of a theorem candidate. If the 
theoremm prover finds the negated theorem candidate to be inconsistent with the 
sett of premises, the theorem is sound. 

Althoughh logic is the science1 of reasoning, in a one-sentence example theory 
not.. much reasoning is going on.18 To demonstrate how OTTER can be used, 
wee give it our example statement, add the antecedent of this statement to the 
sett of premises, and have OTTER derive the consequent. After going through 
thiss kindergarten example, the reader may try for him-/herself to have OTTER 
derivee more exciting theorems from a different set of premises. 

Inn OTTER, the logical conjunction (A) is represented by &. the disjunction 
(V)) is represented by I, the implication (—>) by -> and the negation {^) by -. 
Thee quantifiers (V and 3) are represented by a l l and e x i s t s, respectively. 

OTTER'ss input looks as follows: 

°/00 Meaning Postu la te 1 

a l ll  x ( - (x > x) ) . 

%% Meaning Postu la te 2 

a l ll  x y ((x > y) -> -(y > x ) ) . 

'/.. Meaning Postu la te 3 

a l ll  x y z ( (<x > y) & (y > z)) -> <x > z) ) . 

%% Backgroun d Assumptio n 

exist ss  t  r  (  SP(t )  &  RBCt.r )  ) . 

°/ ,,  Assumptio n 

al ll  t  r  ((SP(t )  &  RBCt.r) )  - > (High(cr(r ,  t) )  &  (n_g(t )  >  n_s(t)))) . 

"I,"I,  Negatio n o f  conclusio n 

--  (exist s t ,  r  (  High(cr(r,t) )  &  (n_g(t )  >  n_s(t) )  ) ) . 

Thee first three lines of the input are the meaning postulates that describe the 
propertiess of symbol >. The fourth line is the background assumption stating 
thatt there actually is a t which is the starting point and that at this starting point. 
/  is the resource base. The fifth line is the OTTER representation of the example 
statement,, and the last line is the negation of the conclusion that crowding at t 
iss high and there are more generalists than specialists. 

18Fonnall  infereiicing. in contrast to rational reconstruction, is already treated in the liter-
aturee extensively. For sociological examples, see for instance1 (Péli. Bniggeiiian. Masuch. and 
ÓÓ Nuallain 1994; Péli 1997; Péli and Masuch 1997: Kamps and Polos 1999). 
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OTTERR establishes a proof in less than 0.01 seconds, and gives the following 
output: : 

>> EMPTY CLAUSE at 0.00 sec > 12 [hyper,10,6,11] $F. 

Lengthh of proof i s 2. Level of proof i s 1. 

PROOF F 

44 [] -SP(x)l -RB(x ,y ) |H igh(c r (y ,x ) ). 

55 [] -SP(x)| -RB(x,y)|n_g(x)>n_s(x). 

66 [] -H igh (c r ( x , y ) )| -(n_g(y)>n_s(y)). 

88 [] SP($c3). 

99 [] RB($c3,$c2). 

100 [hyper ,9 ,5 ,8] n_g($c3)>n_s($c3). 

111 [hyper ,9 ,4 ,8] HighCcrC$c2,$c3)). 

122 [hyper,10,6,11] $F. 

endd of proof 

Inn steps 4 to 9 of the proof. OTTER rewrites the set of statements into the 
soo called e normal form" (Fitting 1996). In next steps. OTTER ap-
pliess "hyper-resolution," a logical inference rule, to the rewritten statements until 
inn step 12 the "empty clause" is derived. This means that an inconsistency is 
found,, so the conclusion is sound. 

Whenn using an automated theorem prover. avoid unnecessarily complex for-
mulas,, and formulas that are not necessary in a particular proof. Try to re-
strictt the ranges of quantifiers if possible. If. for example, a property G(x) is 
onlyy true for organizations. O(x). in the domain, then stating this fact formally. 
\/x(G(x)\/x(G(x) —> O(x)), helps the theorem prover to shorten its proof trace. Following 
thesee guidelines can in some cases bring a proof that initiall y exceeds the memory 
capacityy of the computer within a feasible range, or within the range of patience 
off  the formalizer. 

Noticee again that neither an automated model generator nor a theorem prover has 
commonn sense knowledge. As we showed in the example, the human formalizer 
hass to define the "larger than" symbol, among others. 
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2.55 Discussion and Conclusions 

Systematicc theory improvement, addressing logical and conceptual ambiguity and 
itss underlying problems, had its adherents in the sixties (Hage 1965; Stinchcombe 
1968:: Blalock 1969). Since the seventies, though, such attempts have been largely 
abandoned,, and a great deal of sociologists now look for sophistication in data 
collectionn and statistical modeling rather than theory building (Hage 1994). "Our 
graduatee students spend years learning formal data analysis, but most do not even 
spendd a day studying formal logic or mathematical theory1' (Kiser 1997. p. 153). 

Inn our view, it makes sense for graduates to spend some time studying logic 
(andd mathematics, for that matter). With a working knowledge of logic, and 
withh a systematic approach to formalization and a computer at hand, logical and 
conceptuall  problems can be fruitfull y addressed, and consequently be solved. A 
welll  documented formalization enhances opportunities for critical investigation of 
scientificc arguments, and may thereby catalyze cumulative theory development. 
Ass turned out in our formalization experience, however, there are no simple tricks 
too translate a text presenting theory into a formal representation. Background 
knowledgee of the theory and its intended domain—which may be tacit in the 
text—— and careful conceptual as well as logical considerations are necessary first. 
Formall  logic can subsequently add precision and rigor in the next step. 

Too achieve precision and rigor, mathematical modeling (Rapoport 1959; Cole-
mann 1990) and computer simulation (Sastry 1997) are better known in the social 
sciencess than logical formalization is. and they nicely complement the latter. 
Theyy are well suited to model and analyze social processes, in particular com-
plexx ones with many interacting variables (Axelrod 1997; Gilbert and Troitzsch 
1999).199 Formal logic, on the other hand, is better suited to analyze complex 
theories,theories, as logic can be seen as critical reflection on reasoning, defining, and 
computingg (Barendregt. informal talk. 1995). Moreover, logic does not require to 
imposee strong assumptions about metrics (Péli 1997: Hannan 1997). and better 
fit ss qualitative reasoning. 

Too refute a theory, or at least one assumption in it, one model as counter-
examplee is sufficient, i.e., a model in which a conclusion is false and its assump-
tionss believed to be true. One model is also sufficient to show the consistency of a 
theory.. For consistency and refutation, an automated model generator is therefore 
equallyy useful as a computer simulation or a mathematical model (Kamps 1998; 
Kampss 1999a; Kamps 1999b). It goes without, saying that along with analyzing 

'"Appliedd to texts presenting theory, mathematical modeling and computer simulation can 
showw that in Home models, both assumptions and conclusions are true (provided the text pro-
videss sensible theory). If the conclusions of a theory are inferred logically, then in all models 
wheree the assumptions are true, the conclusions must also be true (Kamps and Polos 1999). 
Noticee that both mathematics and declarative text can be represented in logic. Mathematics 
(otherr than logic) is precise but not very formal, because proofs are rarely formalized to a degree 
thatt a computer can check them. 
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existingg theories, all three strands of formal techniques can help developing new 
theories. . 

Inn sum. our formalization approach consists of five steps, each with a specific 
in-- and output, and documentation of choices made along the way. It is widely 
applicablee to the social sciences and other declarative discourse. The first three 
stepss taken together can be seen as a hermencutic exercise, in which a better 
understandingg of the discursive theory is obtained: this, in other words, is a ra-
tionall  reconstruction, which in turn is the basis for the formalization proper. The 
formalizationn process then proceeds as hi-tech hermeneutics wherein the formal 
representationn of the theory is used to improve the comprehension of the theory 
andd vice versa. In the last step, the formal representation is tested for logical 
propertiess such as soundness and consistency, and possibly extended by new the-
orems,, whereas redundant premises are deleted. New results can be obtained not 
onlyy in the last step, because in each step, something about the theory can be 
learned. . 

Appendixx I. Example sentence 

Thee example sentence says that "Early in these markets, when the arena is 
crowded,, most firms vie for the largest possible resource base." We present dif-
ferentt readings of this sentence, and start with the phrase LL... most firms vie for 
thee largest possible resource base." 

1.. . .. most organizations appeal to the largest resource base possible, given the competitive 
forcess in the population. 

2.. ...most organizations realize the largest resource base possible, given the competitive 
forcess in the population. 

3.. . .. most organizations appeal to the largest resource base possible, given their core com-
petencies. . 

4.. . . .most organizations realize the largest resource base possible, given their core compe-
tencies. . 

5.. . .. most organizations appeal to the largest resource base possible, given the size of their 
fundamentall  niche. 

6.. . . .most organizations realize the largest resource base possible, given the size of their 
fundamentall  niche. 

7.. . .. most organizations appeal to the largest resource base possible, given the size of the 
resourcee base. 

8.. . . .most organizations realize the largest resource base possible, given the size of the 
resourcee base. 

9.. . .. most organizations attempt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given 
currentt competitive forces in the population. 
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11).. . .. most organizat ions a t tempt to realize the largest resource base possible, given current 
compet i t ivee forces in the populat ion. 

11.. . . . m o st organizat ions a t tempt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given 
expectedd compet i t ive forces in the populat ion. 

12.. . . . m o st organizat ions a t tempt to realize the largest resource base possible, given ex-
pectedd compet i t ive forces in the populat ion. 

13.. . .. most organizat ions a t tempt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given their 
currentt core competencies (strong inert ia). 

14.. . . . m o st organizat ions a t tempt to realize the largest resource base possible, given their 
currentt core competencies (strong inert ia). 

15.. . . . most organizat ions a t tempt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given their 
expectedd core competencies (weak inert ia). 

Hi.. . . . m o st organizat ions a t tempt to realize the largest resource base possible, given their 
expectedd core competencies (weak inert ia). 

17.. . .. most organizat ions a t tempt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given the 
currentt size of their fundamental niche. 

18.. . .. most organizat ions a t t empt to realize the largest resource1 base possible, given the 
currentt size of their fundamental niche. 

19.. . .. most organizat ions a t t empt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given Un-
expectedd size of their fundamental niche. 

20.. . .. most organizat ions a t t empt to realize the largest resource1 base1 possible, given the 
expectedd size of their fundamental niche. 

21.. . .. most organizat ions a t tempt to appeal to the largest resource bas*1 possible, given the 
currentt s i /e of the resource base. 

22.. . .. most organizat ions a t tempt to realize the largest resource base possible, given the 
currentt size of the resource base. 

23.. . .. most organizat ions a t tempt to appeal to the largest resource base possible, given the 
expectedd size of the resource1 base. 

24.. . . . m o st organizat ions a t tempt to realize the largest resource base possible, given the 
expectedd size of the resource base. 

Thesee 24 interpretations do not address the question whether the resource 
basee (which here refers to the organizational niche) should be interpreted (1) in 
termss of niche width theory (Freeman and Hannan 1983) (i.e., the diversity of 
resourcess in the niche), or (2) as the number (or value, or volume) of resources 
(seee also Chapter 4 of this thesis). This ambiguity doubles the number of pos-
siblee interpretations, generating a total of 48. At this point we stop, and ignore 
conceptuall  ambiguities in the terms early, most, markets (referring to sets of or-
ganizations,, sets of resources, or unions of both types of sets'?), and arena. 

Whatt needs to be addressed next is the logical ambiguity of the sentence. Does 
the11 crowding of the arena early in the market imply a certain behavior of most 
organizations,, or does the behavior of most organizations early in the market 
implyy that the arena is crowded? It may also be the case that the two events 
occurr early in the market without an implicative relation, or that the occurrence 
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off  both events implies the starting point of resource partitioning. Without much 
effortt we found 12 plausible logical readings of the sentence. We use brackets, (. 
and.. ). to avoid ambiguity. 

1.. If it is early in these markets and the arena is crowded then most organizations [...] 

2.. If it is early in these markets and most organizations [...] then the arena is crowded. 

3.. If the arena is crowded and most organizations [...] then it is early in those markets. 

4.. If it is early in these markets then ( the arena is crowded if and only if most organi-
zationss [...] ). 

5.. If the arena is crowded then ( it is early in these markets if and only if most organi-
zationss [...] ). 

ü.. If most organizations [.,.] then ( it is early in these markets if and only if crowding 
iss high ). 

7.. If it is early in these markets then ( the arena is crowded and most organizations [...] ). 

8.. If the arena is crowded then ( it is early in these markets and most organizations [...] ). 

9.. If there are more generalists than specialists then ( it is early in these markets and 
mostt organizations [...] ). 

10.. It is early in these markets if and only if ( the arena is crowded and most organizations 

11.. The arena is crowded if and only if ( it is earlv in these markets and most organizations 
[...]]  ). 

12.. Most organizations [...] if and only if ( it is early in these markets and the arena is 
crowdedd ). 

Itt is important to note that the logical readings mentioned above do not only 
differr syntactically (that is. by the fact that different connectives are applied), but 
alsoo semantically (that is, all 12 readings have a distinct logical meaning). The 
easiestt way to see this is by subjecting the sentence to a propositional logical eval-
uation.. First, we break up the sentence into subsentences. These subsentences 
("i tt is early in these markets." "the arena is crowded." and "most organizations 
viee for the largest possible resource base") we consider to be propositions. These 
propositionss are independent in the sense that we can imagine different domains 
inn which they can be found either to hold or not to hold, in every possible com-
bination.. Altogether. 8 different domains can be distinguished, ranging from a 
domainn where all three propositions hold, to a domain wdiere all three proposi-
tionss do not hold. In general, for n propositions. 2n domains can be distinguished. 
Too form a propositional sentence from propositions, we use logical connectives. 
Thee types of connectives we use. and the order in which we use them, determine 
thee domains by which the sentences formed are falsified. If two sentences are 
falsifiedd by a different set of domains, they are semantically different. If they 
aree falsified by the same set of domains, they are semantically equivalent. For 
ourr three propositions, we could distinguish 8 domains. With 8 domains, we can 
distinguishh 256 sets of domains that may falsify a sentence, ranging from the 
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i tt is 
earlyy [...] 

t rue e 

true e 
truo o 
true e 
false e 
false e 
false e 
false e 

arenaa is 
crowded d 

true e 
true e 
false e 
false e 
true e 
true e 
false e 
false e 

most t 
org'ss [...] 

true e 
false e 
true e 
false e 
true e 
false e 
true e 
false e 

Falsifyingg domains for statements 1 to 12: 
1 1 

F F 

2 2 

F F 

3 3 

F F 

4 4 

F F 
F F 

5 5 

F F 

F F 

6 6 

F F 

F F 

7 7 

F F 
F F 
F F 

8 8 

F F 

F F 
F F 

9 9 

F F 

F F 

F F 

10 0 

F F 
F F 
F F 
F F 

11 1 

F F 
F F 

F F 
F F 

12 2 

F F 
F F 

F F 

F F 

Tablee 2.6: Falsifying states of affairs for 12 plausible readings of the example 
sentence e 

emptyy set (no possible domain falsifies the sentence, ergo, the sentence is a tau-
tology),, to the full set (all possible domains falsify the sentence, ergo, the sentence 
iss a contradiction). In general, with m domains, we can distinguish 2'" sets of 
domainss that may falsify a sentence. So. with three propositions, we can form 
22{{ ''22'' * = 256 semantically different sentences, each of them falsified by a different 
sett of domains. For our example sentence, we found 12 of the 256 semantically 
differentt interpretations plausible. 

Tablee 2.6 shows that indeed all presented readings have a distinct logical 
meaning,, as they are falsified by different sets of domains. In our formalization, 
wee chose the 7th reading. As the example sentence has—at least—48 different 
plausiblee conceptual readings and -again, at least 12 plausible logical ones, it 
turnss out that this one sentence has got (48 x 12 =) 576 different plausible reading 
alll  together. A theory consisting of. say. 7 equally ambiguous sentences would 
havee 5767 = 21,035,720,123.168,587.776 plausible readings. 

Appendixx II . First-order logic 

Likee other languages, the language of first-order logic has (1) a set of symbols. 
(2)) a syntax, which allows the user to form valid expressions, and (3) semantics. 
whichh give the meaning of the expressions. Unlike natural languages, first-order 
logicc has a formal notion of consequence. This notion is realized by (4) a model. 
whichh tells whether a statement is true or not. and (5) a proof system, which 
enabless a (true) statement to be proven. 

Symbols s 

Inn first-order logic, there are seven categories of symbols: 
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(1)) constants such as c 
(2)) relations also called predicates, such as R 
(3)) functions such as ƒ 
(4)) variables such as x and y 
(5)) logical operators of which we distinguish two kinds: 

(i)) connectives: negation ->. conjunction A. disjunction V. 
implicationn —>. and equivalence <-

(ii )) quantifiers: universal. V. and existential. 3 
(6)) identity ~ 
(7)) grouping symbols parentheses. (). and []. and commas 

Categoriess (l)-(3) constitute the non-logical symbols, the other categories are the 
logicallogical symbols, which are the same for each first-order language. 

Syntax x 

Thee syntactic rules allow us to form valid expressions from the symbols. In first-
orderr logic, there are two types of expressions, terms and formulas. 

2 .5 .1.. DEF IN IT ION. Terms: 

 Al l variables and constants are terms. 

 If ƒ is a function symbol, and/i tn are terms, then ƒ(ty tn) is a term. 

Termss can be compared to words: they are the building blocks of formulas. Only 
wellwell formed formulas can have a meaning. 

2.5.2.. DEF IN IT ION. Well formed formulas, or wff a: 

 If R is a relation symbol, and f i , . . .. r,, are terms, then R{t\..... r„ ) is a wff. 
Thiss type of formula is known as an atomic formula. If R is a relation 
betweenn two terms, we sometimes use the infix notation. t\Rt2- rather than 
thee prefix notation, R(t 1^2). 

 If t\ and (2 are terms, then (t[  % f 2) is a wff. 

 If <?i,.... (pn are wff's. and x is a variable, then ->ó\, (0iA...A<pn). (0]V...V0„) , 
(Oii  —  O2). (pi <-» 02)7 V.r<?i, and 3xo \ are wff's. 

AA wwf in which each variable is within the scope of a quantifier, is called a 
sentence. sentence. 
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Semantics s 

Inn order to determine the meaning of a formula, we need to be able to interpret 
thee logical, as well as the non logical symbols. The logical symbols -variables, 
connectives,, quantifiers, and the equality symbol have a fixed meaning, which 
iss informally given below. Let o be a formula, then: 

""Oi i 
(Oii  A ... A 0, 

(Óii  V . . . \J 0, 

(<?ii  ~+ Oo) 

(e>ii  ~ 02) 
(,-- * y) 

V;T0] ] 

3.rO] ] 

) ) 
) ) 

means s 

11 1 

«Off  01 

0ii  and ... and 0n 

0ii  or ... or 0„ 

ifif  Oi Men 02 

0ii  if and only if é-i 

xx equals y 

forfor all .r, <p\ holds 

therethere exists an x. for which O] holds 

Models s 

Too interpret the meaning of the non logical symbols—constants, relations, and 
functions—— we need a model. A model consists of a non-empty set of objects (a 
universe)universe) and an interpretation function (an assignment), which maps the non -
logicall  symbols to elements of the universe. An example of a universe is a market, 
whichh can be regarded as a set of firms, consumers, and some auxiliary objects. 
Relationss can be defined over the objects, such as competitive relations between 
firmss pairwise, or a supplier/consumer relation. Possible functions are a firm's 
size,, or a consumer's budget. The assignment's function is to map. for example, 
thee symbol s(c) to "the size of firm c." 

AA model determines the truth value of a sentence. Let M. be a model and 0 
aa sentence. Then M. \= o means that o is true in, or satisfied by. M. Let E be 
aa set of sentences. E |= o denotes that every model that satisfies E, also satisfies 
0.. We say that 0 is a logical consequence of E. 

Prooff  systems 

EE b 0 denotes that there1 exists a proof of o from E. That means that è> £ E. or 
00 is a tautology, or 0 can be inferred from E by applying some rules of inference. 
AA set of inference rules- a proof system—can be defined that is both sound, such 
thatt /ƒ E h 0 then E (= ex and complete, such that if E (= o then E h o. 

Exampless of proof systems that are both sound and complete, include natural 
deduction,deduction, intended to emulate modes of reasoning that are natural to humans, 
andd resolution, which is commonly applied by computational theorem provers 
suchh as OTTER. 

Forr readers who want to learn more about first-order logic, there are many 
excellentt resources (introductory: Barwise and Etehemendy 1999: a linguistic 
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approach,, introductory: Gamut 1991: an overview: Hodges 1983: advanced: 
Vann Dalen 1994: automated theorem proving: Fitting 1996). 


